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PREFACE

With the demand for energy growing at an ever-increasing rate, and

at a time when the Nation is faced with immediate and long-range

shortages of energy resources, the Pennsylvania Geological Survey be-

lieves it is particularly appropriate to present this analytical enumera-

tion of oil and gas potential in the Commonw'ealth.

Pennsylvania has long been an important oil and gas producing state.

In 1970 there are nearly 60,000 operating oil and gas wells in the Com-

monwealth. Yet now'. 111 years after oil in North America was first

brought into production at the Drake Well in Titusville, Pennsylvania,

it seems incredible that some 83% of the volume of Pennsylvania’s

petroleum province remains untested. This is too often the pattern of

mineral exploration. Having failed to spot a mineral resource at first

glance, man reaches to new virgin territories, looking for that which

is easy to find. History, however, is replete with accounts of major min-

eral discoveries made by those willing to take second, third, and fourth

looks, and by those willing to apply the necessary ingenuity and crea-

tivity needed to bring forth those mineral deposits well hidden beneath

the earth’s surface. Man’s standard of living on Earth depends on his

ability to continue to find those hidden resources.

We sincerely hope that this publication will stimulate exploration in

Pennsylvania’s large and widely untested oil and gas province. We be-

lieve that such exploration will result in important new discoveries of oil

and gas which will materially contribute to improvement of the energy

resources picture of the future.

Arthur A. Socolow
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THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND THE FUTURE

PETROLEUM PROVINCE IN PENNSYLVANIA, 1970

by

Dana R. Kelley, William S. Lytle

Walter R. Wagner and Louis Heyman

ABSTRACT

A vast, deep, petroleum potential, representing 83 percent of the

total prospective stratigraphic section, remains untested in Pennsyl-

vania. Beneath the heavily drilled Devonian oil and gas belts of the

Plateaus Province lies from 5,000 to more than 20,000 feet of

Cambrian, Ordovician, and Silurian strata which contain less than two
wells per 25 square miles.

These strata, hardly touched by the drill in Pennsylvania, are pro-

ductive in surrounding states. The Cambrian to Lower Ordovician
dolomites and sandstones have produced oil and gas in Ohio, Middle
Ordovician limestones have yielded gas in New York and gas has also

been found in the Lower Silurian Tuscarora sandstone of West
Virginia. The Middle Silurian Lockport dolomite has produced a little

gas in Ohio, and in West Virginia, the Upper Silurian Williamsport
(Newburg) sandstone has become a fabulous producer. All of these
strata underlie Pennsylvania.
The present and future need for hydrocarbons combined with

proximity to expanding industrial areas should provide the incentive
for rebirth of the industry in Pennsylvania. The deep challenge awaits
and will be met if modern technology is utilized and a cooperative
environment is established which encourages joint ventures to divide
the financial burden of deep drilling.

INTRODUCTION

New objectives, concepts and procedures are required to evaluate and
test the immense hydrocarbon potential beneath and outward from the

thousands of shallow wells drilled during the past 110 years. The un-

evaluated prospective intervals vary in depth, geology, and distribution.

All can be drilled with present technology. The present demand and
future need for hydrocarbons and the proximity of this energy source

to expanding major industrial and urban areas should afford the in-

centive for rebirth of the industry in Pennsylvania. The challenge is

there.

The drilling density into pre-Oriskany rocks is less than 2 wells per

25 square miles, except for northwestern Pennsylvania. Very little in-

formation is available throughout the Plateaus Province about pre-

Oriskany unconformities and the rocks that bound them. The Cambro-

1



0 PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND FUTURE PETROLEUM PROVINCE

Ordovician section represents the major portion of the large unexplored

petroleum province of Pennsylvania which potentially has large petro-

leum accumulations in various lithologies associated with unconformi-

ties and thinning of clastic wedges. The other portion of the unexplored

petroleum province consists of poorly evaluated carbonate and sandstone

reservoirs of the Lower Devonian and Silurian of the Plateaus Province

and possible Upper Devonian clastic reservoirs in the northeastern part

of the Plateaus Province.
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THE PRESENT PETROLEUM PROVINCE IN PENNSYLVANIA

GEOLOGIC SETTING
Stratigraphy

The stratigraphic column in Eigure 1 lists the formations underlying

the western two-thirds of Pennsylvania and shows the stratigraphic po-

sition of the more important known oil- and gas-bearing zones. All of

the systems of the Paleozoic Era are represented.

The thickness of the Paleozoic section varies from less than 5000 feet

in northwestern Pennsylvania up to possibly 30,000 feet northeast of

Harrisburg (Figure 2D) . The sediments in the Appalachian Plateaus

Province average 12,000 feet thick and in the Valley and Ridge Province

are up to 25,000 feet. The prevailing sediments in the upper part of

the section are mostly elastics but in the lower part they are carbonates

with some elastics.
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Figure 1. Stratigraphic column, western Pennsylvania.

(Adapted from and published with the permission of the National

Petroleum Council's Committee on Possible Future Petroleum Prov-

inces of the United States and the American Association of Petroleum

Geologists.)
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PRESENT PETROLEUM PROVINCE 5

Structure

The structure in the extreme northwestern part of the Appalachian

Plateaus Province of Pennsylvania (Figure 2A) is characterized by a

gentle southerly to southeasterly regional dip, which locally is inter-

rupted by minor folds and small faults. The axes of the minor folds

trend northeast-southwest, approximately parallel with the long axis of

the Appalachian Basin. Structural deformation increases in intensity

southeastward from this area and in the Valley and Ridge Province

culminates in thrust-faulted folds commonly overturned to the northwest.

In the subsurface of the eastern margin of the Plateau Province and

the extreme western margin of the Valley and Ridge, extensive, com-

monly northwest dipping reverse faults intersect and modify the struc-

ture along the anticlinal axes (Fettke, 1953) . These structures are

further modified by subsurface bedding-plane thrust faults of large

displacement which continue northwestward beneath the Plateau Prov-

ince from the west margin of the Valley and Ridge Province (Gwinn,

1964)

.

PRODUCTIVE HORIZONS

All of the present petroleum production comes from the Appalachian

Plateaus Province except for three small gas fields in the southwestern

section of the Valley and Ridge Province (Figure 3) . Present produc-

tion is from sandstones and a few calcareous sandstones except in three

small areas. A single well produces gas from the Middle Silurian Lock-

port dolomitic limestone (Figure 3) ,
another is located along Lake Erie

where gas is obtained from Upper Devonian silty shales (Figure 3) ,
and

the third is from anticlines where gas is produced from fractured Lower

Middle Devonian Huntersville (Onondaga) chert (Figure 3) .

Oil production from Upper Devonian and younger rocks in Penn-

sylvania started in 1859 with the Drake well discovery (Figure 3) and has

continued without interruption to the present. Additional oil wms found

in the Lower Silurian Medina sandstones (Figure 3) in 1965 in extreme

northwestern Pennsylvania.

The Trenton limestones of middle Ordovician age also yielded a barrel

of oil a day from a well along Lake Erie.

Gas production became important in Pennsylvania about 1878. Until

the discovery of gas in the Oriskany sandstone in 1930 all the gas came

from Upper Devonian and younger sands.

Three groups of Upper Devonian sandstones have been the primary

producers of petroleum in the Commonwealth since the discovery of oil.

They are productive along an 80 mile wide belt from New York to West

Virginia. The production has been primarily oil along the northwest-
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Figure 3. Areas of oil and gas production.

-I-I-IH Oil belt

Gos belt

LOWER DEVONIAN GAS BELT

LOWER SILURIAN GAS AND OIL BELT

ern edge of the belt and gas along the southeastern edge. The youngest

group (Number 1, Figure 1), contains the Venango and correlative

sands which are important oil producers. The intermediate group (Num-

ber 2, Figure 1), contains the Glade and related sands which have pro-

duced considerable oil during the last six years. The third, and most

important group (Number 3, Figure 1) ,
contains the Clarendon, Speech-

ley and Bradford Third and related sands. The Bradford Third sand

alone has produced more than one half of the Commonwealth’s oil pro-

duction. The other sands of this group have produced most of Penn-

sylvania’s natural gas.

The Lower Devonian Oriskany sandstone and Huntersville (Onon-

daga) chert have produced large volumes of gas east of the Upper

Devonian oil and gas belt. The Finnefrock No. 1 well in the Leidy

Field had an initial production of 150 million cubic feet of gas per day

with an ultimate production of over 25 billion cubic feet (Figure 3)

.

Since 1957, the Lower Silurian Medina sandstones have produced gas

near Lake Erie. In the same area, a small amount of gas has come from

two wells in the Upper Cambrian Gatesburg sandstones and dolomites

(Figure 3) . A one-well Lower Silurian Tuscarora sandstone pool

(Figure 3) in Fayette County, southwestern Pennsylvania, produced
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40,659 Mcf of low BTU gas from the record depth of 11,150 feet before

being abandoned due to mechanical troubles.

The deepest well in the state was drilled to 18,834 feet into Middle

Cambrian. It is the Tract 129 No. 1 of Consolidated Gas Supply Corpora-

tion and others, in Stewardson Township, Potter County (Figure 3) .

The fields in Upper Devonian or younger rocks of the Appalachian

Plateau are primarily stratigraphic traps with structure playing a minor

part. Production from rocks of Middle Devonian age or older in both

the Appalachian Plateau and Valley and Ridge Provinces is controlled

by structure and porosity or permeability pinchouts. Fracture porosity

is of primary importance in production from die Huntersville (Onondaga)

chert-Oriskany sandstone interval of the Valley and Ridge Province.

PRODUCTION AND RESERVES

Pennsylvania has produced 1,265 million barrels of oil from Upper

Devonian or younger rocks and 142 thousand barrels of oil from the

Medina sandstones. Total gas moduction in the State is 8.4 trillion

cubic feet, and 14.9 million barrels of natural gas liquids have been

produced (Data correct to the end of 1969)

.

The gas production comprises 7.3 trillion cubic feet from Upper

Devonian or younger rocks, 1.1 trillion cubic feet from the Middle and

Lower Devonian Huntersville (Onondaga) Oriskany interval, 23 billion

cubic feet from the Lower Silurian Medina and 190 million cubic feet

from the Upper Cambrian Gatesburg.

Estimated proved reserves are 55 million barrels (mostly secondary)

of crude oil, 1.3 trillion cubic feet of gas, and 1.0 million banels of

natural gas liquids.

The average heating value per cubic foot of gas is 1,050 BTU’s (Moore

and Shrewsbury 1967) . The only gas with a BTU content of less than

1,000 BTU’s per cubic foot was found in the Tuscarora (Lower Si-

lurian) in Eayette County (Eigure 3) . A well drilled into the Lower

Ordovician Beekmantown Dolomite in Bedford County found 600 Mcf

of sour gas in this zone. The well was non-commercial.

STATUS OF THE LOCAL INDUSTRY

OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENTS IN BRIEF

In Pennsylvania, wells are categorized “deep” or “shallow” on the ba-

sis of stratigraphy rather than depth. Wells reaching the Middle De-

vonian Tully limestone or deeper are called deep wells and those

stopping in the Upper Devonian strata are shallow wells.
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The concentration of wells drilled for shallow gas in the Upper
Devonian sandstones moved from Armstrong County in the 1950’s to

Indiana County in the 1960’s (See Figure 7) . Developments during the

past ten years mainly are infilling of the eastern edge of the established

gas belt and a gradual eastward extension of the producing area by out-

step drilling. Table 1 shows a decline in drilling of shallow and deep

gas wells in the 1960’s as compared with the 1950’s.

Table 7 . Drilling of Gas Wells

1950’s 1960’s

Average number of shallow gas wells per year 238 180

Average number of deep wells per year 139 98

Discovery and major development of most of the deep Oriskany

(Lower Devonian) gas fields associated with fault traps on the prominent

anticlines of the eastern Appalachian Plateau occurred during the

1950’s. These fields extend from southern Potter County southwest to

Fayette County. The two major fields of the trend are the Leidy field

(see Figure 8) , discovered in 1950, and the Punxsutawney-Driftwood

field, whose various pools were discovered throughout the decade. In

the 1960’s discoveries of new fields were essentially confined to the known
northeast-southwest trends. The most significant discoveries of the past

10 years are the Elk Run Pool and Rager Mountain Field. Figure 8

shows the fields that were discovered in the 1950’s and those which were

found in the 60’s. In Pennsylvania, approximately one trillion cubic

feet of gas has been produced from the Oriskany sandstone and the over-

lying Huntersville chert since their discovery in the 1930’s (Lytle and

others, in press)

.

The Lower Silurian Conneaut Field of Erie and Crawford Counties

which produces gas from the Medina sandstones, was developed in the

60’s after its discovery in the late 1950’s. Between 1964 and 1967 over

h.alf the deep gas wells that were drilled in Pennsylvania were located in

the Conneaut Field (Figure 8) . The Medina sandstones have contributed

0.025 trillion cubic feet to Pennsylvania’s production (Lytle and others,

in press)

.

Very deep exploration in the Cambrian and Lower Ordovician dolo-

mites and sandstones increased from 1 1 wells drilled in the 50’s to 30

wells drilled in the 60’s. Two of these 30 wells (Figure 3) produced

a little gas in Crawford County from Cambrian dolomites and sand-

stones which are truncated by the regionally extensive unconformity ly-

ing at the base of the Middle Ordovician strata (Wagner, 1966 b)

.
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The advent of air rotary drilling and well completion by hydraulic

fracturing in the 1950’s, gave the industry in the 60’s a means of de-

veloping oil and gas helds which in previous decades would have been
either abandoned or never discovered. This is particularly the case in

the Oriskany-Huntersville helds of southern Pennsylvania, where the

Huntersville chert at great depth yields commercial amounts of gas only

after fracturing (Lytle, 1965) . Fracing, introduced into the oil belt in

1961, caused a boom in oil well drilling in the 60’s resulting in a nine-

fold increase over the 50’s (see Table 2)

.

Table 2. Increased Drilling for Oil in 1960's

1950’s 1960’s

Average number of oil wells drilled per year 28 246

THE SHALLOW OIL TREND
Figure 4 shows the areas where drilling for oil was concentrated dur-

ing the 60’s; these areas accounted for the nine-fold drilling increase

over the 1950’s. The increase is due mainly to the successful fracturing of

oil wells, but may, in part, also be due to better methods of accumu-
lating drilling statistics. Signihcantly, the drilling splurge was not from
wildcat wells, but from within the established oil belt, in areas of former
marginal production. Almost all the oil comes from the Upper Devonian
sandstones. The one exception is 142,000 barrels of Corning grade oil

produced from 121 Medina sandstone wells of Crawford and Erie

Counties.

Since the late 1920’s in Pennsylvania, the main source of oil has been
from secondary recovery operations by ivaterflooding, mainly in the

Bradford Field. Figure 5 shows that the Com.mmnwealth oil production
closely parallels the productive history of the Bradford Field. During
the 60 s operators in the Bradford Field ran out of acreage to water-
flood; the number of wells drilled for water flooding declined from over
600 in 1961 to less than 60 in 1967. As a consequence, oil production
of the State has dropped approximately one-third in the past decade,
from six million barrels in 1960 to about four million in 1968. The
increase of primary oil obtained from the fracturing of marginal oil helds

was not sufficient to offset the rapid decline of secondary oil. (Figure 5)

Numerous secondary and tertiary oil recovery projects were attempted
during the 1950’s to recover the remaining oil from the low permeability
Upper Devonian sandstones; this is estimated at 60 to 65 percent of the
original oil in place. Figure 4 shows the location of the projects and the

name of the sands (Lytle, 1966; Sterner and Campbell, 1968) . Most of
these projects have been discontinued, and for some the data are not
available.
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Areas of most active oil drilling

A Location of Secondary or Tertiary recovery projects

Figure 4. Sholiow oil development, 1960-1969.

Natural Gas Levels

Statistics for natural gas are graphed on Figure 6. During the 1960’s

the net production of gas remained steady at about 90 billion cubic feet

per year while the estimated proved recoverable reserves increased. The
estimated proved recoverable reserves for the 1950’s average about 520

billion cubic feet per year whereas the 1960’s averaged 780 million cubic

feet per year, an increase of 260 billion cubic feet per year. This in-

crease in reserve offers an interesting contrast to the net production curve

which has slowly declined since 1954. One interpretation is that Penn-

sylvania is producing less than capacity.

Table 3 shows subdivision of the net natural gas production into deep

and shallow categories for 1960 to 1969.
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Table 3. Shallow and Deep Gas Production, J960's

Production

in BCF 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Deep Gas 69.6 41.6 41.1 29.4 23.6 25.3 19.7 41.5 25.9 17.8

Shallow Gas 50.1 56.7 46.2 62.9 61.7 57.4 71.7 48.5 62.1 61.3

Total Gas 119.7 98.3 87.3 92.3 85.3 82.7 91.4 90.0 88.0 79.1

During the decade deep gas production (Oriskany-Huntersville, Me-

dina) was stabilized between 20 and 30 BCF per year except in the

early 60’s when large volumes were produced from the Punxsutawney-

Driftwood Field and in 1967 when 23 of the 41.5 BCF produced came

from the Elk Run Pool. The table shows that when deep gas produc-

tion is high, shallow gas production dwindles, as in 1967, and con-

versely, when deep gas production lags, as in 1966, a large supply of

shallow gas is the compensating factor. An interpretation of this vari-

able interrelationship between deep and shallow gas production is that
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shallow gas is a readily available supply to be tapped when the deep

gas supply wanes or the supply of pipeline gas from out-of-state is either

interrupted or consumed at rates greater than anticipated. The increase

of proved recoverable native reserves during the past decade probably in-

dicates that shallow gas reserves are increasing more rapidly than with-

drawal rates.

Consumption of natural gas in Pennsylvania during the 1960’s had

increased from about 520 BCF per year to over 700 BCF (see Figure 6) .

More than 80 percent of the amount consumed is imported via pipeline

from the Gulf Coast area.

Expanded Development of Shallow Gas

Figure 7 shows the main areas of shallow gas activity from 1960-1969.

Most of the activity occurred in western Indiana County and southern

Jefferson County at the eastern edge of the established shallow gas belt

where outstepping wells are filling in between known productive areas

and moving the boundary of the gas belt eastward. The two major fields

in these categories are the Big Run-Johnsonburg-Bell-Reed-Deemer Field

(No. 16 on map) and the Marchand-Juneau-Richmond-Rossmoyne Field

(No. 14 on map) . Considerable activity also took place within the gas

belt, particularly in Armstrong County and northern Westmoreland

County, where old wells were re-entered and fractured, and new wells

were drilled and fraced in existing producing fields.

The main producing 1000 foot interv'al is Upper Devonian, designated

in Figure 1 as No. 3, Unit 1, and contains numerous sandstones locally

called (from top to bottom) Warren, Speechley, Balltown, Sheffield,

and Bradford. In several instances, such as in the West Newton Field

(No. 38) and the Sherrick Run Pool (No. 39) , Lower Mississippian

Murrysville sand and the Hundred Foot sand of the Upper Devonian

(Unit I, No. 1 in Figure 1) are also productive.

From 1961 to 1969 the number of shallow gas wells drilled per year

gradually increased and the average initial open-flow potential also in-

creased from less than 600 Mcf per day per well in the early 1960’s to

over 1,000 Mcf per day per well in the middle and late 1960’s. Al-

though fracturing was a common practice throughout the decade, the

greater open-flow potential was probably the result of the new fields dis-

covered in northern Indiana and southern Jefferson County combined
with multiple zone fracturing and comingling of gas from the various

zones.

Shallow gas represents the present and immediate future of the State.

During the 1970’s gas fields may well cover Indiana, southern Jefferson

and southwestern Clearfield Counties as production continues to spread

eastward to the place where the near-shore Upper Devonian sediments are
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1 Straight Creek-0.3MMcf
2 Keating -0.6 M Mcf

3 Shomburg
4 BiMenbender

5 Shannondole- New
Bethlehem

6 Warsow
7 Markton

8 North Point

9 Oliveburg

10 Modison
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Furnace

12 Goheenville

13 New Solem

14 More hand — Juneou —
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15 Salem - 14 MMcf
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17 Slote Lick

18 Rockville
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2 I Plum Creek

22 Creekside-Soy —

Willet — Atwood
23 Morion Center

24 Milltown

25 Plum-Murrysville

26 Pine Run
27 Vondergrift^

Apollo

28 Roaring Run
29 Clorksburg

30 Jacksonville-Wotts

31 Crete

32 Cherry Hill

33 Soltsburg

34 Bloirsville

35 Blocklick

36 Lotrobe- Armburst

37 Latrobe

38 West Newton

39 Sherrick Run —
6MMcf

40 Woltersburg

4 I Sondy Creek —

2 MMcf

Figure 7. Shallow gas activity, 1960-1969.
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replaced by more continental sediments such as the Catskill redbeds. Ac-

companying this eastward development there is likely to be expansion to

the southwest along the stratigraphic trend of Upper Devonian sands into

southern Westmoreland County and Fayette County. This trend has al-

ready begun with the discovery of Sandy Creek Field (No. 41) along the

State border in Fayette County. Also of interest is the activity in the old

Waltersburg Field (No. 40) and the new Mississippian Murrysville pool

discovery, the Sherrick Run Pool (No. 39) in southern Westmoreland

County.

Trending northeast from the area of present development, the Upper
Devonian sands are present in northern Jefferson and southern Elk

Counties.

The long-term future of shallow gas is dependent on finding new
reserves not associated with extension of the present trend. The possi-

bility exists that deeper Upper Devonian sands lying stratigraphically

lower than currently productive sands may occur in Somerset and south-

ern Cambria Counties. Another locality worthy of exploration is the area

of the thick delta-front Upper Devonian sandstones of northeastern

Pennsylvania (Glaeser, 1970) which is not present in the western part

of the State, and from which shows of gas and water have been reported.

Net production of shallow gas will probably increase during the next

few years.

Awaiting New Discoveries of Deep Gas

Oriskany Sandstone and Huntersville Chert

Approximately 300 BCF of gas were produced from the combined

Oriskany-Huntersville reservoir during the past decade, which is about

30 percent of the total accumulative production. In contrast, about 50

percent of the total accumulative production was obtained from this

reservoir in the 1950’s. As almost all of this volume is from the eastern

Plateau, it indicates that the anticlinal belt reached its productive peaks

in the 50’s and began to decline in the 60’s.

During the past 10 years the two main discoveries in terms of pro-

duction were the Rager Mountain Field and the Elk Run Pool (Fig-

ure 8) . The Rager Mountain Field extended the Oriskany-Huntersville

trend along the Laurel Hill anticline into Cambria County and pro-

duced 8.2 BCF from fault bounded reservoirs of predominantly fracture

porosity (Heyman in Kelley and others, 1969) . The Elk Run Pool in

Jefferson County is significant for its production of 36.2 BCF from the

Oriskany sandstone and also because it is a stratigraphic trap, having

up-dip loss of porosity and a down-dip gas-water contact. Located on the

southeastern flank of the Elk Run anticline, the pool has a mean inter-
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Figure 8. Deep gas development.

granular porosity of almost eight percent and original estimated reserves

of 47 BCF (Heyman, 1969)

.

In spite of the declining statistics for the established Oriskany-Hunt-

ersville trend, the productive future of the Oriskany sandstone is not

limited because much of the western Plateau holds promise of produc-

tion. The Elk Run Pool (Figure 8) situated at the pinchout of the

Oriskany on the southeastern side of the so-called “No Sand Area”, is

a strong inducement for further exploration to define the southern edge

of the “No Sand Area” in Indiana, Armstrong, and Butler Counties in

attempts to find new “Elk Run” stratigraphic pinchouts. • The Mays

Pool (Figure 8) discovered in 1963 with cumulative production of over

6 MMCF and salt water, lies within the “No Sand Area” and suggests

that other more productive helds may be present where the sand is pre-

served in structural lows within the so-called “No Sand Area”. In 1966

three small Oriskany pools (not shown on Figure 8) were discovered in

Erie County. The manner of entrapment appears to be a combination
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of Stratigraphy and structure, the structural part being related to solu-

tion of the underlying Upper Silurian (Salina) salt (Kelley and Mc-

Glade, 1969) . Western Pennsylvania may turn out to be a region of

structural Oriskany traps if salt solution is extensive throughout the

western part of the Plateau. An interpretation of an article by Sum-

merson and Swann (1970) is that the Oriskany of the western Plateau is

a younger sandstone than the true Oriskany of the eastern Plateau anti-

clinal belt. The younger, western sandstone is believed to have had a

northwestern source whereas the true Oriskany was derived from the

southeast. If this hypothesis is correct, then the younger “Oriskany” may
form stratigraphic traps where it disappears against the northwestern edge

of the now no longer extensive “No Sand Area” in Warren, Forest, or

Venango Counties.

Medina Sandstones

From 1960-1969, 439 wells were drilled to the Lower Silurian Medina

sandstones in Erie and Crawford Counties. This represents about 15 per-

cent of all the deep wells drilled in Pennsylvania. Over half of these

wells were drilled between 1964 and 1967.

The Medina sandstone trend in Erie and Crawford Counties (Fig-

ure 8) is just a small segment of the “Clinton” belt which extends north-

south through east-central Ohio and then bends nortlieastward into

northwestern Pennsylvania and then into western New York. Production

comes from very fine to medium grained sandstones deposited in a deltaic

environment. The thickest shale-free sands which possess porosities in

excess of 10 percent are the most productive (Kelley in Lytle and others,

1966; Kelley and McGlade, 1969). Structure apparently plays little,

if any, role in the entrapment of the gas.

Medina production appears to be limited in westernmost Pennsylva-

nia to the belt of deltaic and near-shore beach sands which was deposited

west of the thicker and sandier Tuscarora sandstone facies. With the

discovery in 1963 of the small Wheatland Field in western Mercer

County (Figure 8) ,
the area of maximum development of sands may

extend from heavily drilled Erie and northern Crawford Counties into

relatively untested southern Crawford and northern Mercer Counties

(Kelley and McClade, 1969, Figure 5) and also into Lawrence County

(Knight, 1969, Figures 14 and 15) .

LOW COST-LOW RISK VENTURES
Pennsylvania is a leading stripper—well producing state. Excluding

the deep wells, which recently average in the vicinity of 20 percent of

the total primary completions, only some 7 percent of either gas, oil, or

combined gas and oil primary completions can be considered economi-
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cally attractive (Kelley and others, 1969). Continued reworking of the

shallow productive regions accounts for both the preponderance of strip-

per wells and the economic basis for operations of low cost and low risk.

This historic pattern has fostered the erroneous concept that stripper

wells are all that Pennsylvania can offer, and that the once widely ac-

claimed hydrocarbon potential of Pennsylvania has been exhausted.

The occurrence of 7 percent economically attractive wells within histori-

cally productive areas, points out that Pennsylvania can offer comple-

tions of merit within and bounding the century old oil and gas belts.

On this basis alone, it certainly is premature to judge both the known
hydrocarbon intervals and regions, and the remaining 83 percent of

unevaluated potential section as exhausted. This vast, unevaluated po-

tential is discussed in the section on the Future Petroleum Province.

AVAILABILITY OF ACREAGE IMPROVES
Although much Pennsylvania acreage is in small tracts held by many

individuals, there are large utility and other industry-owned blocks of

acreage which recently have become more readily available for leasing.

Much State and Federal-owned blocks of land may be open to future

conservation-oriented minerals leasing. In time, it can be anticipated that

individually owned oil land tracts will become easier to put together

as the economic attractiveness of deep gas, in comparison with shallow

oil, is realized by the many oil independents.

DEMAND AND INCENTIVE TO EVALUATE

THE NEW PETROLEUM PROVINCE

The rapidly expanding national and local demand for gas, and the

fact that it is this resource that can be expected to be developed from

the large volumes of unevaluated deep Paleozoics of the Appalachian

Basin, is the major economic incentive to exploit the future petroleum

province. The economic climate, as reflected by the increasing value

and decreasing restrictions placed on gas can be expected to improve.

The present need of and future demand for local and Appalachian

region gas has been evidenced. The periodic curtailment of gas de-

liveries by utilities and the restrictions on new contracts to industrial

clients because of gas shortages in western Pennsylvania was given press

coverage during the 1969-70 winter.

As pipeline gas becomes less plentiful, local gas utility companies who

have heretofore obtained all their supply from the pipelines will be

forced into exploration for gas within the State. Those utilities who have

exploration operations in Pennsylvania will most likely have to increase

their activity.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN SURROUNDING STATES

Drilling activity in the states adjacent to Pennsylvania was encouraging

in the 1960’s. Activity in West Virginia included discovery and devel-

opment of gas in the Williamsport sandstone (Upper Silurian) and the

Tuscarora sandstone (Lower Silurian) . Central Ohio boomed with dis-

covery of oil in Cambrian dolomites and by 1968 and 1969, drilling in

Columbiana County near the Pennsylvania border resulted in important

Cambrian to Lower Ordovician gas discoveries. In New York State dur-

ing the past several years, two significant fields have been developed,

one in an Onondaga (Middle Devonian) reef and the other in the Tren-

ton (Middle Ordovician) limestones.

Significantly all of these productive strata also occur in Pennsylvania;

but, with the exception of the Onondaga interval, only a handful of

wells have tested these strata in the Commonwealth. These few tests

have so far found one Tuscarora producing well and two Cambrian pro-

ducing wells. Figure 9 shows some of the deep producing fields of the

northern Appalachian area, excluding Oriskany and Medina fields. The
stratigraphic units from which these fields produce are widely distributed

in Pennsylvania, but as yet, are either not productive or are just barely

productive.

About 25 years ago (1945) the prospects of deep production in Penn-

sylvania were not bright. Surrounding states were finding gas in the

Oriskany and Medina sandstones, but in Pennsylvania the Medina did

not produce and the known productive boundaries of the Oriskany ended

just a short distance into the State. The well established Medina gas

trend through Ohio, Ontario, and western New York apparently by-

passed Pennsylvania. The Oriskany sandstone had become an impor-

tant source of gas in south-central New York and particularly in

southwestern West Virginia; small Oriskany fields had been discovered

in northeastern Ohio, yet Pennsylvania could claim only the fields of

Potter and Tioga Counties which were discovered in the 30’s, and Sum-

mit Field of Fayette County. Thus a 1945 map of deep production in

the northern Appalachian area showed almost a blank for Pennsylva-

nia, whereas many prolific oil and gas fields were located in the surround-

ing states.

The comparison of the present status of the industry with that of 25

years ago is significant. In both periods, the local industry had reached

late stages of exploiting known deep prospects, while being surrounded

by new discoveries and developments. The pattern of aggressive devel-

opment of new reserves outside Pennsylvania to be followed by subse-

quent exploitation of potential within the Commonwealth will

undoubtedly be repeated.
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EXPLANATION

Onondaga reefing, N Y.

1

Wyckoff Field

Lockport dol.,0hio

2 Mayfield Pool

3 Newburgh Hts, Pool

4 Bedford Pool

5 Collins No. I, I M MCF
Ashtabula Co.

Lockport dol., Pa.

6 Snyder No. I, 0.3 MMCF
Mercer Co.

Williamsport ss., W. Va.

7 Konowho Forest Field

8 Rocky Fork Field

9 Ripley Dist., Jackson Co.

10

Groundhog Creek Field

II Wirt County

Tuscarora ss., W.Va.

12,13,14 Western West Vo.

15 Dillon No.
I, 0.9MMCF

Roone Co.

16 Moy A-l, 0.5 MMCF
Mononqoho Co.

17 Deer Pork Anticline

Tuscarora ss.. Pa.

18 Heyn No.
I, 2MMCF

Fayette Co.

Trenton limestone

19 Blue Toil Rooster Field, N Y.

20 Finch No.
I, 0.3 MMCF

Morion Co. (show gas)

Cambrion- Low Ord,, Ohio

21 Caledonia Field

22 Denmork Field, Morrow Co.

23 Newark Field

24 So. Birminghom Pool

25 Hinckley Pool

26 Conoon Field

27 Denny No.l, I4.5MMCF
28 Lisbon Field

Cambrian - Low. Ord., Pa.

29 Scull Pool, Beover Center

Pool, Crawford Co.

Figure 9. Recent deep developments in surrounding States (excluding Oriskany
and Medina).
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THE FUTURE PETROLEUM PROVINCE IN PENNSYLVANIA

SHALLOW DEVELOPMENT OBSCURES THE
DEEP UNEVALUATED POTENTIAL

Eigure 2D illustrates regional structure on the Precambrian basement

for the Plateau area of Pennsylvania. Eor general purposes, the hilly

topography of less than 500 feet of relief can be disregarded and an

average elevation of 1,000 feet above sea level can be added to the sub-

sea structure contours to arrive at a general depth to the basement. On
this basis, it is apparent that the depth to basement for the Plateau

reaches 20,000 feet. Such a thickness of prospective section is compara-

ble in order of magnitude to the major petroleum provinces in West

Texas, the Gulf Coast, portions of Oklahoma, the West Coast, and

Alaska. Yet, as Table 4 reveals, average depth of both current explora-

tion and exploitation is leSs than one-half that of the United States

average. This anomalous relationship occurs despite the most favorable

proximity to major hydrocarbon markets and the longest period of con-

tinuous industry activity.

Table 4. Average Depth of Well 1968*

Pennsylvania % of 20,000’ United States % of 20,000’

Exploratory 2713

Section**

14 5739

Section**

29

Development 1873 9 4328 22

*Dix, F. A., Van Dyke, L. H., 1969, North American Drilling Activity in 1968, Bull,

A. A. P. G., Vol. 53/6.

**Average maximum depth of prospective section of Appalachian Basin, also order

of depth magnitude of the major petroleum provinces of West Texas; Gulf Coast,

portions of Oklahoma and the West Coast, and Alaska. Within present technological

limits.

Despite oil and gas industry activity within the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania for more than 100 years, prospects for obtaining significant

new reserves of petroleum, particularly gas, are still largely unevalu-

ated. At first glance, a map of the distribution of wells drilled in Penn-

sylvania, or a fields map, suggests that the most favorable Plateau

Province has been thoroughly drilled (Eigure 3) . However, closer scru-

tiny reveals that most of these wells are shallow by domestic standards,

and only the upper part of the thick, sedimentary column has been

penetrated in most of this area.

Conservatively figuring that two or more penetrations per 25 square

miles may have evaluated the potential of the section penetrated, a map
(Eigure 10) showing areas of depth ranges suggests on first impression
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A Subsurface Penetration, Plateaus Province, Pennsylvania

B Amount of Section Unevaluated, Plateaus Province, Pennsylvania

Figure 10. Extensive shallow development obscures significant deep potential.

(Adapted from and published with the permission of the National

Petroleum Council's Committee on Possible Future Petroleum Prov-

inces of the United States and the American Association of Petro-

leum Geologists.)
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that most of the Plateaus Province may have been tested (Figure 10, A)

.

However, subtraction of these evaluated depth ranges from the total

prospective section (Figure 2D) reveals that on the average over 10,000

feet of unevaluated prospective section lies virtually untested below the

blanket of shallow penetrations that cover western Pennsylvania (Figure

10, B) . The proportion of this unexplored deep potential interval is

most clearly indicated by a regional section (Figure 11).

Of the 26,000 square miles within the Plateaus area, only one half of

the stratigraphic interval has been evaluated in 40 percent of the area.

In the remaining 60 percent of the area, well over 10,000 feet of favorable

section associated with a wide variety of structures has yet to be ade-

quately appraised by the drill. The total volume of the Plateaus Prov-

ince sediments is roughly estimated at 90,000 cubic miles. Of this, only

17 percent is estimated to have been properly evaluated by drilling.

Exploration interest has only recently begun to shift from the sand-

stones of the relatively shallow Upper Devonian, Lower Devonian Oris-

kany and Lower Silurian Medina reservoirs to the deeper Silurian and

Cambro-Ordovician carbonates and elastics which may make up the bulk

of the Paleozoic rocks in the Appalachians. The Silurian Salina and

equivalent deeper beds can be considered tested by wells in only 4 per-

cent of the area, the Cambro-Ordovician portion in only 1 percent.

Outside of Erie and Crawford Counties, which are located in the ex-

treme northwestern corner of Pennsylvania, less than 100 wells have been

drilled into the Silurian salt section or equivalent. The drilling density

averages one well per 280 square miles. Less than 20 wells have pene-

trated the Ordovician Trenton or deeper carbonates; this drilling den-

sity averages 1 well per 1300 square miles.

The exceptionally low density of deep penetration indicates that the

deeper subsurface portions of the Appalachian Basin remain largely

unexplored and geologically unknown. It can still be considered one of

the major domestic areas having signiheant potential for new petroleum

reserves. These considerations alone should be sufficient to whet the

appetite of those who have witnessed or contributed to the development

of immense deposits of petroleum lying hidden under extensive previ-

ously tested areas in other major petroleum provinces. In the Plateaus

Province of Pennsylvania nearly all this large, deep, unexplored section

can be reached with current technology. A nearby, growing industrial

fuels and chemical market for petroleum exists within and bounding

this untapped potential petroleum .source. The complexity and intensity

of structure, and its effect on the multiple reservoir zones that occur,

are comparable to deep conditions existing in other basins from which

production is now obtained. These factors afford the multiplicity of

possible petroleum traps that should encourage exploration.
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Figure 11. Distribution of major stratigraphic features.

(Adapted from and published with the permission of the National

Petroleum Council's Committee on Possible Future Petroleum Prov-

inces of the United States and the American Association of

Petroleum Geologists.)
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NEW CONCEPTS REQEIIRED TO REALIZE
NEW POTENTIAL

New concepts are required to bridge the gap between continued de-

velopment of hydrocarbons from historic shallow sandstone reservoirs

of the Old Petroleum Province and establishing the potential of the

unexplored deep largely carbonate prospects of the new Petroleum

Province.

Change in Economic Base Required

The evaluation of the unexplored Plateaus Province is an expensive

proposition for many independent operators and small companies. Depth

is the factor. The potential, new deep petroleum province requires high

risk ventures with well costs averaging hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars. Minimal cost operations cannot be applied or adapted to the hidden

deposits that can be expected from unknown reservoirs at depth. How-

ever, every effort must be made to reduce the chances for failure.

While the cost of utilization of up-to-date exploration and evaluation

technology may represent a relatively large cost in recovery of shallow

hydrocarbons, it conversely constitutes a proportionally small outlay in

the total drilling and completing budget for a deep objective. Reduc-

tion of the chances of failure is dependent upon the best application of

modern exploratory and evaluation methods.

In order to obtain the capital investments required to evaluate the

deep unknown, a competitive yet cooperative environment is needed.

Joint ventures distribute the financial burden to levels acceptable to

small companies and independents. If pooling of interest is not adequate,

high risk capital must be attracted. How best then to provide incentive?

Lacking specific economic facts for estimating potential returns from

largely unknown reservoirs with limited productive history, the proper

incentive may be developed in the following ways:

1. Provide those willing to take such high risks with adequate profit

should such ventures prove successful. Large blocks of acreage at

reasonable costs should be available for subsequent development if

they are required. Royalty and overriding interest burdens should

be kept to a reasonable figure. Predrilling exploratory and/or

evaluation options should be made more readily available.

2. If possible, some means of recovering part of tlie large expendi-

tures should be made with the realization that failures in oil ex-

ploration are more common than successes. Where possible, shal-

low production and/or rights can be included. Potential shallow

wildcat, open development, or secondary or tertiary recovery pos-

sibilities help to reduce risks of complete failure and thus afford
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incentives to deep wildcatting. Most of all, sufficient facts are

needed to evaluate reduction of risk, i.e., shallow reservoir char-

acteristics and productive capability determined by sufficient logs

or cores, total fluid production, pressure and other geological and

engineering data that will permit a reasonably accurate independent

estimate of recoverable reserves from specific horizons.

New Geological Targets: Carbonates and Pre-Salt Structure

All profitable hydrocarbon production in Pennsylvania has so far

been derived from sandstone reservoirs. For over one hundred years, in-

terest has been focused essentially on the same sandstone reservoirs: the

multiple, shallow Upper Devonian producing intervals, the Oriskany,

and the Medina. Even the limited attention paid to the Cambrian,

where it is at shallow depth in northwestern Pennsylvania, has been

concentrated on the Gatesburg elastics. Between 25 and 30 percent of

the total Plateau section is non-clastic, and the bulk of Paleozoic sedi-

ments with unevaluated potential in the Appalachians are a great variety

of carbonates that exhibit an equal variety of potential reservoir zones,

nearly all of which have contained shows of gas locally. Barrier

and patch reef zones, porous oolitic, algal, fossiliferous, dolomitized, and

calcarenite zones can be identified; some have apparent, large areal dis-

tribution; others are discontinuous. These are prime targets to be

explored for future reserves. Understanding and experience in carbonate

facies relationships is required to unravel the many excellent prospects

for future anticipated production.

Silurian Salina salt solution has recently been found to play an im-

portant role in forming traps for gas in overlying Oriskany sandstones

in extreme northwestern Pennsylvania (Kelley and McGlade, 1969) . A
pattern of salt solution has resulted in differential collapse and conse-

quent local up-dip closures on the sandstone reservoir. Recognition of

this mechanism has warranted reconsideration of post Salina-pre Upper

Devonian prospects throughout the Plateaus Province to the west of the

prominent anticline belt. This opens up the bulk of the Plateau, which

lacks appreciable surface and shallow structure, to exploration for gas in

the Oriskany and other post-salt and pre-Tully reservoirs. Most impor-

tant, understanding this factor is necessary for proper appraisal of the

poorly known pre-Onondaga-Oriskany structure as well, both on a re-

gional geological and local geophysical basis.

The concept of the “Appalachian Basin”, an asymmetric synclinorium

with a steep eastern flank approximately coincident with the eastern edge

of the Appalachian Plateau, began to change in the late 1950’s. Addi-
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tional drilling in the Valley and Ridge Province during tlie 1960’s iur-

ther modified the concept of the basis as a structural feature. The dis-

covery of subsurface overtlirusts in the Valley and Ridge Province east

of the Plateau indicate that the Cambrian to Silurian rocks at the surface
are not in place, but are moved from the east. Below the overthrusts at

great depths lie the in-place rocks which are in continuity with the

subsurface Cambrian to Silurian strata of the Plateau. These in-place

strata lie at greater deptiis than the corresponding strata under the
I lateau, thus, the eastern limb of the Appalachian Basin does not exist

at the edge of the Plateau (Gwinn, 1946) . When the faulted sections
encountered in wells drilled along the western edge of the folded Appa-
lachians have been restored to proper stratigraphic relationship, it ap-
pears that consistently the deepest (usually younger) interval penetrated
has considerably less dip than those above. Consequently, it appears
likely that the alteration and extensive fracturing associated with highly
contorted beds in thrust or reverse faulted slices may not be present at

depth, and that underneath these slices previously entrapped hydrocar-
bons may be preserved in much less deformed rocks, free from the in-

tense effects of Appalachian tectonics.

The faulting of the Valley and Ridge has demonstrated that surface
folds are not rooted to the basement. The surface folds of the Plateaus
Province are also believed to be independent of the basement. Evidence
inaicates that they disappear near the top of the Silurian salt. In deeper
intervals, therefore, folding and faulting may have magnitudes and trends
entirely different from those of the post-salt rocks, and which at present
are unknown. One key to these deep structures may be the northwest-
southeast lineaments that lie ;it right angles to the Appalachian grain
and which interrupt the structural-stratigraphic grain of the subsurface
Cambrian strata in northwestern Pennsylvania and the surficial Mis-
sissippian and Pennsylvanian strata on the remainder of the Plateau.

Re-evaluation of established Appalachian stratigraphic and structural
concepts appears warranted. Such re-examitiation may provide the in-

terpreted basis required for dehning prospects in the new unexplored
deep Appalachian Petroleum Province.

Technological Changes Required

More compi ehensive and improved use ol current geological-engineer-
ing tools and methods in drilling, testing, and completing will do much
in resolving the many important unanswered economic ejuestions. Defi-
nition of the profitable reservoir and delineation of its distribution will
be possible. The effectiveness of stimulation on a specific productive
zone can be better ascertained. Differential reservoir pressures that
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may result in in-hole gas thieving, and other similar problems, can be

resolved. From this knowledge selected profitable accumulations can be

distinguished from the apparent ubiquitous occurrence of hydrocarbons.

The extent of productive or prospective areas, and the number of pro-

ductive zones can be greatly reduced. There can be revelation of more
limited areas and zones which would have greater productive capability

than previously determined if appropriate completions are restricted to

specific optimum reservoir conditions and production. The resultant

sharp differentiation of such profitable and prospective areas and trends

and zones will change the stripper image, stimulate further development

of the old petroleum province, and provide the incentive to evaluate the

“Future Petroleum Province.”

The future petroleum province must utilize modern technological ad-

vances and become the area for innovation, and the focus for develop-

ment of future industry technologies. Ground surveys, particularly

geophysical, are time consuming and expensive because of the hilly

topography, local urbanization and industrialization, and local frag-

mented acreage. More effective widely dispersed reconnaissance ground

surveys, and/or improved areal surveys, should be developed. Applica-

tion of multi-wave-length areal photographic methods warrant closer

scrutiny, along with related surface vegetation, soil, and water geochemi-

cal prospecting. Development of techniques in these fields also has

great potential value to exploration for the many non-hydrocarbon sur-

face and near surface resources which are so abundant and so much in

demand in the expanding urban and industrial areas of the Appalachian

Region. Chemical anomalies in subsurface fluids and rocks indicate that

the development of subsurface geochemical prospecting and proximity

methods may produce large rewards in the evaluation of the new

Plateaus Province. Again, such methods may reap large additional bene-

fits in such other fields as pollution, subsurface disposal of wastes, brine

and/or salt-solution mining; and, even in the projection of important

non-hydrocarbon shallow subsurface resources.

THE NATURE OF THE FUTURE PETROLEUM PROVINCE

The future petroleum province of Pennsylvania is best illustrated by

the regional section of Figure 11. The small proportion of the total

prospective section of the Plateau region that can be considered re-

gionally evaluated by drilling (Figure 10, A) is shaded. The large bulk

of the section that is unevaluated (Figure 10, B) and not shaded in Fig-

ure 11 comprise the future petroleum province.

Except for a very limited area in northwestern Pennsylvania all of the

interval from the Precambrian to the Beekmantown unconformity. Unit
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IV, and from that unconformity to the top of the Ordovician, Unit III,

can be considered unevaluated. The 4000 to 15,000 feet of strata pre-
sented by these two units exhibit a number of regionally prospective
structural-stratigraphic trends (Figure 11). These units comprise the
major portion of the future petroleum province.

Unit II (Figure 11) includes the 2000 to 4000 feet of prospective
Devonian Onondaga to Upper Ordovician interval. The Onondaga and
Oriskany portions of this interval have been evaluated in the chert-
Oriskany fields of the eastern edge of the Plateau and the adjoining
Folded Belt, and most of the interval has been appraised by wells in the
Medina fields of northwestern Pennsylvania. These productive areas,
howevei, constitute a comparatively small proportion of the total dis-
tribution and consequently, the unit remains largely unevaluated in most
of the Plateau. There are numerous regionally prospective trends of
merit. Some of these are illustrated in Figure 11.

Unit I, the Pennsylvanian, Mississippian, and Upper Devonian essen-
tially constitute the old petroleum province of Pennsylvania. Although
related to the past, and comprising but a small part of the future
petroleum province, the shallow section also holds promise for the dis-
covery of reserves that are not extensions of the existing oil and gas
fields in the unevaluated eastern Plateau area.

Some of the unevaluated regional prospects that constitute the future
petroleum province are briefly reviewed below by unit and in the same
order of potential based on volume of prospective section unexplored.

Regional Prospects Requiring Evaluation

Unit IV: Beekmantown Unconformity to Precarnbrian

Unit IV extends from the Beekmantov/n unconformity at the top to
the unconformity on top of the Precarnbrian or basement; it consists
mainly of carbonate rock except for the Lower Cambrian elastics (Num-
ber 15, on Figure 11) which become very thick in the Valley and Ridge
Province. All of the Cambrian rocks lie within Unit IV which also in-
cludes a maximum of approximately 1000 feet of Lower Ordovician
Beekmantown carbonate rocks.

In northwestern Pennsylvania, reservoir porosity is developed directly
below the Beekmantown unconformity, where progressively older strata
are truncated in a northerly and westerly direction (Number 13 of Fig-
uie 11) . More than a dozen wells drilled into the Upper Cambrian Gates-
burg Formation just below the unconformity have found either abundant
salt water or significant gas .shows (see the northwesternmost spot of
Figure IIC). Farther downdip, water and gas shows have again been
found in the Larke-Mines dolomites below the unconformity, strati-
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graphically above the Gatesburg Formation (see spot in Lark-Mines

zone of Figure 1 1C)

.

The Gatesburg Formation underlies the whole Plateaus Province of

western Pennsylvania, thickening from 600 feet in the northwest (Num-

ber 13 of Figure 11) to about 2000 feet in the Valley and Ridge Province

(Number 14, Figure 11). It contains repeated cycles of algal dolomite,

oolitic dolomite, and quartzose to dolomitic sandstone. In northwestern

Pennsylvania where the only well control exists, the porosity is strati-

graphically controlled (Wagner, 1966b). Porous zones are truncated at

the unconformity, which has an erosional relief of a few tens of feet.

Erosion has increased the inherent primary porosity of the formation

and minor faulting has lifted the surface far enough above the local

water level so that two wells have produced gas (Wagner, 1966b) . It may

be significant to exploration that the only Cambrian gas production in

the State occurs in the only area where wells to the Cambrian rocks are

concentrated.

Most of the drilling activity in the 1960’s which tested the Cambro-

Ordovician took place in Ohio, where oil in buried erosional hills

created a boom in Morrow County (Figure 9, No. 22) . By 1968, deep

Cambro-Ordovician exploration extended almost to the Pennsylvania

border where the Denny No. 1 (No. 27) in Columbiana County was

reported with an initial potential of 14.5 MMcfgpd from dolomite be-

low the unconformity. This discovery was followed in 1969 by new

pool discoveries (Lisbon Field) of 10 MMcfgpd (Sell No. 1) and 5

MMcfgpd (Mrugala No. 1) .
(Both wells are represented by No. 28 of

Figure 9) . Production is from porous zones in Upper Cambrian and

possibly Lower Ordovician dolomites, a younger stratigraphic interval

than the Upper Cambrian dolomites and sandstones which produced gas

in Crawford County, Pennsylvania. Figure 12 illustrates the prospective

subcrop trend of this current Cambro-Ordovician carbonate play across

western Pennsylvania. The comparable section and shows in the few

wells that define projection of the trend indicate that the potential for

future discovery of significant reserves in Pennsylvania is excellent.

At the base of Unit IV, 5000 feet of Lower Cambrian sandstones and

shales at outcrop in the south-central part of the State thin westward

and gradually disappear by onlap on to the Precambrian surface in the

Plateaus Province of western Pennsylvania (Number 15 of Figure 11).

In northwestern Pennsylvania, where four wells have reached the base-

ment, Lower and Middle Cambrian rocks are missing and Upper

Cambrian strata rest directly on the Precambrian. No well drilled on

the Plateau has yet reached the Lower Cambrian elastics either to evalu-

ate their petroleum potential or even to determine the lithologic se-

quence, but onlap traps and sedimentary pinch-outs should be present.
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Unit III: Top Ordovician to the Beekmantoum Unconformity

This unit is wholly of Ordovician age, the upper two-thirds of this

interval is composed of elastics and the lower third is predominantly car-

bonate rock. The clastic section consists of an upper red-bed sequence

(Queenston and Tuniata Formation), a middle sandstone (Bald Eagle)

and a lower shale (Reedsville) . The Queenston- funiata-Reedsville shale

facies have little potential as reservoir rocks. Gas shows, however, have

been reported from wells penetrating fracture zones in these rocks in the

south central Pennsylvania portion of the Valley and Ridge. This gas

apparently originated in these zones and indicates that source rocks are

present even in this highly deformed area.

Number 11 ol Figure 11 shows the Bald Eagle sandstone thinning

westward from 700 feet at outcrop in the Valley and Ridge to zero in

the eastern Plateaus Province. At outcrop it is a fine to medium grained,

low-rank graywacke with low porosity due to interstitial chlorite and

iron carbonate (Swartz, 1950) . However, the altered aspect of the de-

formed outcrops cannot be applied to comparatively undistiubed Plateau

equivalents. The character of the Bald Eagle in subsurface is unknown

because those wells in western Pennsylvania that passed through the

interval found marine shales and siltstones replacing the sandstone. Some-

where between western Pennsylvania and the outcrop, the Bald Eagle,

lying below continental to deltaic red beds and above marine elastics

must represent a shoreline or paralic deposit. In this environment, win-

nowing of the clay fraction may have resulted in development ol porous

and permeable zones, which subsequently may have been filled by oil

or gas.

The lower third of Einit III is carbonate rock, consisting of limestone

of Middle Ordovician age and the Beekmantown Dolomite which is

mostly of Early Ordovician age. The line between numbers 11 and 12

of Figure 11 marks the top of the Beekmantown Dolomite.

The Middle Ordovician Trenton Limestone was a source of oil or

gas in New York and Ohio during the early 1900’s. Interest in this unit

has been rekindled in recent years with the discovery of gas in the Blue

Tail Rooster Field in Cayuga County, New York (Figure 9, No. 19) .

The discovery well drilled in 1966 reported 6.9 MMcfgpd and last year

a stepout well was gauged with an initial flow of 2.5 MMcfgpd. In West

Virginia, gas shows have occasionally been found in the Trenton, one of

the more significant for Pennsylvania was Irom the Phillips Petroleum

deep well in Marion County (No. 20) which in 1962 reported 250 Mcl

(Patchen, 1968) . Ten to fifteen feet of secondary dolomite occurs in the

extreme northwestern corner of Pennsylvania where one well, years ago,

produced one barrel of oil per day. With the exception of northwestern
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Pennsylvania, the lack of well control does not permit discussion of oc-

currences of localized dolomitization.

Gas shows are common in the Middle Ordovician limestones of Penn-

sylvania and are probably derived from shale partings and fractures

(Hartnagel, 1938) . The upper part of the “Trenton” is composed of

fossil fragments in a dark shale matrix deposited on a platform between

deeper water black shale basins to the east and west (Wagner, 1966) .

Further exploration may find patches of bioclastic limestone where

much of the clayey matrix is missing, thus placing porous reservoir

rock adjacent to black shale source rocks.

The Beekmantown dolomite lies both above and below the Beek-

mantown unconformity. Above the unconformity it ranges from almost

3000 feet thick in the Valley and Ridge Province to less than 50 feet in

northwestern Pennsylvania. At number 12 on Figure 11 the thinning oc-

curs by onlap on to the Beekmantown unconformity.

A porous, vuggy dolomite within the Beekmantown crops out in the

Valley and Ridge Province, but in subsurface this porosity is com-

monly plugged with anhydrite. The anhydritic dolomite wedges out by

onlap against the unconformity in the subsurface of western Pennsylva-

nia. As a consequence of intermittent uplift of the Beekmantown un-

conformity throughout Early Ordovician time, one epeiric pulse may

have exposed the anhydritic dolomite to the atmosphere, allowing leach-

ing of the anhydrite and development of porosity, which, with subsequent

burial, would be preserved. No wells have yet been drilled to the onlap

wedge out of this vuggy dolomite, which may extend for many miles

in a northeast-southwest trend across the Pennsylvania Plateau Province.

A gas show was found in dense dolomite of the upper Beekmantov/n

at the boundary of the Plateau and Valley and Ridge Province (Figure

11) . An off-setting well, however, found no trace of the gas which was

probably trapped in fractures.

Unit II: Onondaga Formation to the Upper Ordovician

Onondaga Formation (Middle Devonian)

Two widespread lithofacies occur in the Onondaga in the Plateaus

Province; one is a fractured chert, the Huntersville, the other a cherty

limestone. Present gas production is from the fractured chert, and is

almost always associated with gas from the subjacent Ridgeley (“Oris-

kany”) Sandstone. Traps are structural and limited to the folds of the

eastern Allegheny Plateau and the western margin of the Valley and

Ridge (Number 4, Figure 11). The Onondaga limestone is commonly

biostromal in western Pennsylvania, where a porous interval has yielded

shows of gas and water at numerous localities.
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In 1967, a subsurface Onondaga limestone reef was discovered in

Jasper Township, Steuben County, New York (No. 1, Figure 9). Three

wells produce gas from the reef, the largest initial open How being 10.5

MMcfgpd (Kreidler and others, 1968). Figure 13 illustrates this recent reef

discovery. Reefing occurs in the central area of western New York where

the Onondaga regionally is less than 50 feet thick. East and west of the

Figure

13.

Wyckoff

reef

field.
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central area, the limestone thickens to over 150 feet (Oliver, 1954; Jones

and Cate, 1957) . The reef may have grown because it was located

on a platform lying between subsiding areas. This area of Onondaga
thinning extends into north-central Pennsylvania and other reefs may
possibly exist on this platform area which is outlined on Figure 13. The
reefing may also be associated with structural trends, particularly faulting.

Ridgeley (“Oriskany”) Sandstone (Lower Devonian)

Gas production from the Ridgeley Sandstone in the prominent anti-

clines of the eastern Allegheny Plateau and the western Valley and

Ridge is structurally controlled. Here, the Ridgeley is a thoroughly

fractured, blanket orthoquartzite. (Line of dots. Number 4, Figure 11.)

In northwest Pennsylvania, “Oriskany” gas is produced from discontinu-

ous strandline sandstones with intergranular porosity. Traps are irregu-

larly distributed small structures which may be controlled by Silurian

evaporite distribution (line of dots. Number 6, Figure 11), (Kelley and

McGlade, 1969) . Between these two areas, in northwest central Penn-

sylvania, lies the so-called “no sand” area (between Numbers 4 and 5,

Figure 11) (Cate, 1962). It is now generally believed that this area

actually contains irregularly distributed strandline sandstones, absent or

very thin across highs, many of which were drilled as “Oriskany” struc-

tural prospects. Recent exploration is increasingly directed toward find-

ing stratigraphic traps formed by updip sand or porosity pinchouts in

the area of evaporite controlled structure. Both areas are relatively

undeveloped except in the extreme northwest.

Associated solution porosity traps are possible in those locally high

areas where subaerial weathering of the underlying Lower Devonian

Shriver Chert-Helderberg Limestone may have occurred contemporane-

ously with Ridgeley Sandstone deposition in the lows (Number 5, grad-

ing into Number 6, Figure 11).

Bass Islayids—Keyser Carbonates (Lower Devonian-Upper Silurian)

These units produce gas at a few localities in the southwest part of

the state (Numbers 4 and 5, Figure 11) . Origin, distribution and type (s)

of porosity and trapping are unevaluated; potential combination traps

due to pre-“Oriskany” erosion-truncation are most likely. There may be

some biostromal “reefs” within the units.

Salina Carbonates (Lower Upper Silurian)

These are potential reservoirs (Number 7, Figure 11), with local

water shows. Trap conditions are not understood, but may be due to

thickness variations in the associated evaporites, and evaporite solution-
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collapse phenomena. Reservoirs would be related to local porosity

variations associated with biostromal and biohermal developments charac-

teristically occurring along the borders of evaporite basins.

Williamsport Sandstone (Lower Upper Silurian)

This is the “Newburg” of West Virginia. It is a westward-projecting

tongue of beach deposits grading eastward into the main body of near

shore to non-marine Bloomsburg Formation and is equivalent to beds

in the lower part of the Salina. The sandstone is a prolihc gas reservoir

in West Virginia and Ohio. The extent and quality of the subsurface

Williamsport in Pennsylvania is largely a matter of surmise, but based

on surface distribution (Hoskins, 1961) and well data from northern

West Virginia and western Maryland, it is likely to be limited to the area

south and east of Pittsburgh. Reservoir character and trap types are

largely speculative.

Exploration for and development of the Williamsport Sandstone (Up-

per Silurian) has dominated activity in West Virginia for the past three

years (Woodfork in Lytle and others, 1969). Figure 9 (No. 7-11) shows

the location of the fields (modified from Patchen, 1967) with respect to

the postulated zero line of the Williamsport Sandstone. Many of the

fields (No. 7, 8) appear to be stratigraphic traps with up-dip porosity

loss on plunging anticlines (Patchen, 1967) . In 1969 development spread

into Meigs County, Ohio with the discovery of the Groundhog Creek

Field (No. 10) . The trend of the Williamsport fields approximately

parallels the zero line.

In all of southwestern Pennsylvania only three wells have reached the

Williamsport interval and at least two of them recorded sandstone but

no gas. On this basis the zero line of the Williamsport Sandstone is ex-

tended into at least Fayette and Somerset Counties where future fields may
lie entrapped on plunging anticlines in a manner similar to the fields of

West Virginia.

Niagaran (Lockport) Carhoiiates (Middle Silurian)

Hypothetically, biostromal “reef” barriers in the Lockport and other

upper Niagaran carbonates persisted into Cayugan time, enclosing the

Salina evaporite basins in northwestern, north central, and possibly

southwestern Pennsylvania (Number 8, Figure 11) (Fergtisson and

Prather, 1968) . This barrier reef as well as associated patch reefs and

areas of reef-margin talus are prolific petroleum reservoirs in the Illinois

and Michigan Basins and adjoining Canada. So far, only numerous

shows of gas, organic and sulfur compound-laden “black water”, and
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very limited gas production have been found in the Niagaran of Penn-

sylvania. Little direct evidence for “reefs” is known from the area, but

the essentially untested area is large. Traps may be structural, strati-

graphic, or combination; and reservoir quality may be presumed to be

good.

The Lockport Dolomite underlies the western part of the Pennsyl-

vania plateau and to the east changes into limestone and shale of the

McKenzie-Rochester Members of the Mifflintown Formation which

crops out in the Valley and Ridge Provinces. It has been hypothesized

tliat reefs in the Lockport acted as the framework for development of

the overlying Salina Salt Basin (Ailing and Briggs, 1961) .

Many years ago, gas was obtained Irom porous zones within the Lock-

port Dolomite of northeastern Ohio east of Cleveland (Figure 9, Nos. 2,

3, and 4) . Recently, interest in the Lockport has been renewed with the

discovery of 1 MMcfgpd from a well in Ashtabula County, Ohio (No. 5,

Figure 9) and with finding of the hrst small Lockport gas pool in Penn-

sylvania in 1966 (No. 6, Figure 9)

.

Medma-Tiiscarora Sandstones (Lower Silurian)

The Medina (Number 9, Figure 11) produces gas from facies changes/

porosity pinchouts in extreme northwestern Pennsylvania. The sands

are multiple strandline deposits grading into siltstones and shales (Lytle,

et ah, 1966; Kelly and McGlade, 1969) . The Tuscarora Sandstone (Num-

ber 10, Figure 11) is the south and east equivalent of the Medina rocks.

It is a blanket orthoquartzose sandstone and produces from one pool

in the southern part of the prominent anticline belt of the Allegheny

Plateau, where the porous sandstone crosses a strong surface anticline.

The Medina facies has been little evaluated except in the extreme north-

west, and the Tuscarora is practically unevaluated. Little is known of

the subsurface extent of the porous Tuscarora, the extent of the quartz-

ite phase with fracture porosity, or structural/stratigraphic controls of

gas accumulation. Such critical areas as that of the change from Medina

multiple strandline facies to Tuscarora orthoquartzose blanket are com-

pletely undefined. The approximate boundary between the Medina and

the Tuscarora is shown on Figure IIB. The three wells that penetrated

the Williamsport sandstone in southwestern Pennsylvania also reached the

Tuscarora. One of these wells (Figure 9, No. 18), discovered in 1964,

produced 40 MMcf of 835 BTU gas in three months’ time before it was

abandoned because of mechanical difficulties (Lytle and others, 1965) .

Most of the Tuscarora drilling has so far been located in eastern

West Virginia. Of particular interest was the discovery in 1963 to 1964

of a Tuscarora gas field just southwest of the Mountain Lake Park Oris-
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kany Field (Figure 9, No. 17) . Three wells were drilled in this pool of

which one had an initial volume of 16 MMcfgpd after perforation and

another recorded 22 MMcfgpd naturally. The gas, however, had heating

values of only 830 BTU (Patchen, 1969). In 1969 a Tuscarora well in

Roane County, West Virginia found gas of commercial quality—0.9

MMcfgpd of 989 BTU (Woodfork, in Lytle and others, 1969) . Many of

the Tuscarora discoveries are deeper well pools in shallower Oriskany

fields.

Tuscarora drilling activity in West Virginia holds promise of future

production in Pennsylvania, and southern Pennsylvania represents the

most likely wildcat territory because of the following multipay pros-

pects that can also be evaluated in a test of the Tuscarora: LTpper Dev-

onian, Oriskany-Huntersville, Lockport, and Williamsport.

Unit I: Pennsylvanian, Mississippian and Upper Devonian

Petroleum has been produced from rocks of Pennsylvanian, Missis-

sippian, and Upper Devonian age (Figure 11) for over 100 years. Where
these rocks are present in areas of exploration for deeper reservoirs they

are an added incentive. Where productive, they may be the deciding

factor in making an exploratory venture profitable.

In the area outside of the historic and present shallow oil and gas

fields along the eastern edge of the Appalachian Plateau Province,

numerous gas shows have been encountered in Upper Devonian sands

which were penetrated in the search for deeper Oriskany production.

Inasmuch as these sands have been successfully fractured farther to the

west, they should be re-evaluated in this area.

Several wells in the southern part of the Commonwealth have found

development of thin sands at stratigraphically deeper positions than the

gas sands discussed above. These deeper sands may be correlative with

the Upper Devonian Benson sands, which are prolific producers in West

Virginia. The possibilities for thicker and productive sand development

to the south should be explored.

Recent detailed stratigraphy in the Catskill-Pocono Plateaus portion

of the Plateaus Province has defined thick widespread coarse clastic units

in the Mississippian Pocono Formation and underlying Upper Devonian

Catskill Formation. Many of the natural gas shows found by w'ells

drilled in this area can be showm to be confined to sandstones of coastal

margin and tidal flat facies closely associated with a thick delta-front

medium-grained sandstone of the Catskill Formation.
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SUMMARY
A vast, deep petroleum potential remains untested in Pennsylvania.

Some 83 percent of the total prospective section of the Plateaus Province

remains largely unevaluated. Excellent prospects for discovery of sig-

nificant gas reserves from carbonates and elastics of the Cambro-Ordo-

vician have hardly been tested. A multitude of reservoir rock types of

Lower Devonian-Upper Silurian age holds great promise for new pro-

duction. Even the extensively drilled Upper Devonian elastics, where

poorly known in the eastern part of the Plateaus Province, have merit.

New economic, geological, and technological concepts and a change

in the economic basis of local industry operations will be instrumental

in realization of the large potential that is indicated. The present and

future demand and need for gas provides the incentive to evaluate. Ad-

ditional stimulation is afforded by increasing attention being given to

other subsurface resources and resource uses. In addition surrounding

new discoveries and developments presage expansion into Pennsylvania.

A rebirth of the once famous Pennsylvania industry awaits the aggres-

sive and progressive climate that characterizes successful resource ex-

ploration.
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